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Office Hours
MINISTER
REV. CHERYL M. WALKER
TUESDAY
11AM – 4PM
WEDNESDAY 11AM – 4PM
THURSDAY 11AM – 4PM
AND BY APPOINTMENT
DIRECTOR OF FAITH FORMATION
LESLIE O’CONNOR
MONDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
WEDNESDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
THURSDAY 10:30AM - 3:30PM
ADMINISTRATOR
JULIE BURCHAM
TUESDAY 9AM – 2PM
WEDNESDAY 9AM – 2PM
THURSDAY 9AM – 2PM
FRIDAY 9AM – 2PM
*Subject to change - please call ahead

March Worship Schedule
Mar. 7

Rev. Cheryl

Mar. 14

Jerry Winsett

Mar. 21

Rev. Cheryl

Mar. 28

Rev. Cheryl
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LEMONADE AND PONIES BY REV. CHERYL M. WALKER
There is a story about a two kids, one a pessimist and the other an optimist. The playroom of the
pessimist is filled with toys and the playroom of the optimist is filled with manure from the family
farm. One day the parents of the pessimist looked in on their child and found the pessimist sitting
in the middle of the room complaining that there was nothing to do. The parents of the optimist
looked in on their child and found the kid gleefully laughing and digging through the manure. The
parents asked why the optimist was so happy and the kid replied “with all this manure, there has
to be a pony somewhere.”
I like this story because I am predominantly an optimist who worries. I come by it honestly, my
father always believed things would work out; he was the consummate optimist. And my mother
worried about things; mostly she worried about people. The story reminds me when I am worrying
the most that if I keep digging, I might find a pony.
I’ve been looking for the ponies in this last year. And I came up with a few. There’s the pony called
“no cold.” I haven’t had a cold the entire year. I usually get a minor cold in the spring and a very
bad one in January. This year because of limited contact with people and the fact that I always
wear a mask when I am at the store or wherever else people congregate, I have managed not to
catch a cold.
There’s a pony called “renewed contacts.” Every month on the 1st Saturday of the month my
extended family meets on Zoom. I have been able to see cousins I hadn’t seen in over 20 years
and it did not take a funeral to get us all together. I’ve met younger cousins I’ve only heard about.
We have a monthly family reunion.
There’s a pony called “more giving.” I increased my charitable giving this year because I had a little
more money. I’m not going out to dinner or lunch or the movies. All of those things start to add
up and because I had more, I was able to give more, so I did.
When I am not looking for ponies, I am making lemonade. We all know the saying
“when life gives you lemons, make lemonade.” When you can’t find the pony, make
some lemonade because sometimes there isn’t a pony. Together we have made a lot of
lemonade this past year. It was rough going in the beginning but now we are cooking
with gas (not the pony). It took a lot of work by dedicated people to make this big
batch of lemonade and so we did, together.
This past year has called on each of us to find our ponies and make some lemonade. And I know
that after a year we are getting tired of digging and would like to have something else to drink. And
we will. As more and more people are getting vaccinated, we get closer and closer to that day when
we can put down our shovels and drink a nice glass of iced tea. Until that time comes, keep digging
to find your pony and keep making your refreshing lemonade.
Many kind blessings, Rev. Cheryl
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SUMMER CAMP IDEAS FOR UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS OF ALL AGES

BY LESLIE O’CONNOR, DIRECTOR OF FAITH FORMATION

In the recent Spiritual Practices series of workshops that I facilitated,
participating in a retreat and making a pilgrimage to a spiritually significant location
were two components of an effective spiritual practice. Here are some options
for summer camps and events that will become spiritually significant for
Unitarian Universalists of all ages. In the coming months we will cautiously and gradually emerge
from our pandemic cocoons and these ideas may offer safe avenues of discovery.
Southeast Unitarian Universalist Summer Institute July 18-24, 2021
https://www.suusi.org/
Every summer, for one week in July, Unitarian Universalists from all over gather in spirit and
community to play, learn and worship at SUUSI, a summer camp for UUs of all ages. SUUSI is
traditionally held on the campus of Western Carolina University in Cullowhee, NC, but because
of the pandemic it will be a virtual event in 2021. They will have worked out all the ‘zoom’ bugs
from last year and you can try it from the safety and comfort of your own home before making
the pilgrimage to the beautiful North Carolina Mountains (because you will surely want to do this
next summer, too)!
The theme for this year is “Love Brings Us Together”. There are workshops for all ages. The
catalog will come out in early March and registration is in April. You can peruse last year’s catalog
on their website that describes workshops ranging from the fun (Introduction to Chocolate, Ukelele
Hum & Strum) to History (Jackson and the Trails of Tears, Fighting Nazis in 1937 – from Pennsylvania!)
to the artistic (Energizing your Short Fiction Writing, Meditative Mosaics) to the spiritual (Synergistic Prayer
Methods, Your Chakras) etc. In between are opportunities for Unitarian Universalist worship and
communion.
The Mountain
https://www.themountainrlc.org/
From their website, The Mountain is “An exemplary retreat, camp, and learning center that
celebrates Unitarian Universalist principles, inspires people of all ages, transforms lives, and builds
a more compassionate world”. The rustic accommodations will be open this summer for children,
adult and family programs. Visits to The Mountain require planning and preparation (rustic is a key
word here) but the programming is excellent, the views are beautiful and visits are very rewarding.
Their youth leadership courses are amazing!
CU2C2
http://www.cu2c2.org/:
CU2C2 is the Conference of Unitarian Universalist Camps and Conferences and it is a UU Associationrelated directory of UU camps, retreat centers and institutes all over the country. If you are able
to travel safely this summer, take a look, or plan for next year.
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UU’re Home
https://uurehome.com/joomla/ This is a terrific resource if you enjoy staying in B&B’s when
traveling, instead of standard hotels or camping. In fact, it may prove easier to socially distance
yourself in a B&B setting. This is a network of UU’s who own and operate Bed & Breakfasts all
over the US and abroad. There is a $10.00 annual fee for access to their directory, so consider it
while you are making travel plans for the summer.
Shelter Neck
https://shelterneckrecovery.weebly.com/
In September 2018, Shelter Neck, an historic 118-year-old Unitarian Universalist Camp in Pender
County, NC was inundated from flooding from Hurricane Florence. There are three buildings on
the NE Cape Fear River – a farmhouse, a school/dormitory and a chapel – that are part of this
Unitarian Universalist Camp. If your summer plans include a service project, you might consider
helping to care for this gem in our backyard, where our congregation has held Board Retreats,
Women’s Retreats and Owl Whole Lives (OWL) retreats for youth. The website listed above
provides details on work parties and fundraising efforts that you might get involved with.
SHELTER NECK
The road crooks and bends and never ends
It passes field and wood
It bridges o'er the river bed
It leads to Shelter's rood
A simple place,
A quiet place,
Where journeys start and end
A place of quest
A place of rest
Where pilgrims spirits mend

This simple place
This quiet place
A home, a church, a school
Sits upon its sacred ground
In the twilight damp and cool
It sits upon its sacred ground
It stood the wind and rain
It took the floods, the muck, the mud
It waits to wake again
Come pilgrim, come stranger,
Come neighbor and friend
With journeyman or master's hand
Come raise the shelter at the neck of the
river
That calls to awaken again.
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CALL OUT FOR ALL UU YOUNG ADULTS BY LESLIE O’CONNOR

Organizational Meeting Thursday March 25th at 7:00 pm
Are you a young adult who has discovered our church just recently?
Or have you been coming for ages? And just what is a ‘young adult’,
anyway? Yes, it is the number of years you have spent on this earth.
But it is also the constant state of transition, of becoming, that defines
the cadence of your life. We want to bring our young adults together
and give them the opportunity to share their thoughts about things
that are important to them. Whether it is over a beer at a pub or a
coffee at a café or a potluck dinner at someone’s home, we will not
be limited to meeting over zoom for much longer. Let’s be ready to
greet each other face to face and have fun as we build friendships over
our common values and interests.
If you are under 35-years-old, Leslie O’Connor, UUCW’s Director of Faith Formation, wants to
hear from you about what you would like a UU Young Adult Group to look like. Do you want to
meet with a facilitator and a planned topic of discussion? Do you want to just hang out with little
or no structure to the gathering? Game night? Do you want planned outdoor activities (i.e. biking,
surfing)? How frequently do you want to meet? These are all questions that we will discuss on
Thursday, March 25th, at 7:00 pm. Look for a zoom link on our UUCWNC website and in
our weekly Digest. Yes, we will be meeting in a dreaded zoom room! But just this once - all the
better to prepare for our in-person gathering! And listen, if you can’t attend on the 25th, just write
your ideas in an email and send to leslie@uucwnc.org. Thanks!
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SHOWING UP HUMAN FOR WORK BY ELIZABETH MACLEOD BOT
MEMBER
“Work is much more fun than fun,” said playwright Noël Coward—and I am beginning to agree!
The pandemic continues to underscore global inequity, spring returns verdant life to dormant trees
and gardens, and meanwhile the folks of UUCWNC continue to challenge and inspire—even via
Zoom.
For example, each Sunday I have the privilege of discovering and donating to a worthwhile
nonprofit during Share the Plate (STP). Congregants and the STP Committee nominate those
organizations, which are then researched, vetted, summarized and emailed to each worship
associate days before Sunday service. We discussed the process at the February Board of Trustees
(BOT) meeting in an effort to assist. All I can say is well done and thank you, STP!
Before I was a board member, I couldn’t guess at the way board decisions (like sponsoring this
petition) are reached. It turns out that topics and supporting documents are submitted to the
executive committee (President Beth O’Connell, Vice President Becki Schreiber, Secretary
Cornelia Maxted, and Minister Reverend Cheryl) to be organized and prioritized into an agenda
one week prior to each monthly meeting. The agenda and materials are shared with board members
for review—lots of email attachments! After thoughtful recommendations and healthy discussion
over Zoom, a member moves that we vote. The minutes are updated (yeoman’s work) and we
forge ahead.
Could this work be more inclusive? Absolutely! As Reverend Cheryl preached, evolution is vital.
During the March BOT meeting, we will discuss our commitment to anti-racism, partly informed
by discussion with members from the Social Justice Advisory Group. Raine Morgan and I will
introduce that topic and we welcome your ideas and engagement.
In conclusion, none of us are perfect but let’s participate in progress anyways! I hope you find, as
I have, that showing up for the shared and evolving work of our faith is reward in itself.
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CALLING FOR NOMINATIONS FOR OPEN POSITIONS TO THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES AND THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE BY STEVE LANE
The current Nominating Committee has begun the process
for the search to fill the open positions for the Board of Trustees (2021) and the Nominating
Committee (2022).

Qualities we are looking for in a candidate are as follows:
One who
Is committed to the congregation and their own role
Is respectful to self and others
Has good, clear communication skills that includes being an excellent listener
Has a willingness to work together
Assumes colleagues’ good will and good intention
Has an interest in consensus decision making
Has an ability to process differing opinions and will strive to reach consensus
The Board of Trustees’ mission is to create vision for the Congregation. It’s vision is then
articulated through policy. Then it is the Minister’s job to take policy and report back to the Board
how policy is being enacted. Individuals are selected to serve on the Board, at which time, they
and their colleagues determine who will serve in which capacity or position on the Board.
Currently there are 4 positions to fill on the Board and up to 3 on the Nominating Committee. Please feel free to
reach out to any of the current members of the Nominating Committee regarding your interest.
2021 Nominating Committee
Sally Freeman, sfandjj@gmail.com
Steve Lane, stevesuzyvt@gmail.com
Carl Middleton, Carljm1122@gmail.com
Tina Schenk, tennistina1948@yahoo.com
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NOT YET OUT OF THE COVID WOODS BY JILL POLLOCK
There is much excitement and conversations evolving around COVID immunizations. We are
fortunate that vaccinations have become available to a large number of our congregation. Indeed,
many within the UU family have received their 2nd dose. With this comes new hopes for how we
might interact with our families, our friends and each other. Unfortunately, in the wide world of
our global community, viral precautions are not yet changing. The UU Caring Team will retain
our COVID practice of limiting personal contact services. Regardless of your vaccination status,
while outside our homes, the recommendations are that we continue practicing the 3 Ws: WEAR
a mask, WAIT 6 feet apart and WASH your hands.
Our UU Caring Committee is pleased to welcome three new
members: Toni Aberson, Joyce Elliott and Dot Hodder. We feel
we have now reached the near perfect number where we can be
efficient in sharing the tasks of the Caring Committee and yet
remain nimble enough to organize our efforts. THANK YOU,
Dot, Joyce and Toni, for joining our Caring Team.
Coordinating with Reverend Cheryl, the Caring Committee provides support and assistance to UU
members and friends who have experienced illness, surgery and personal losses. The Caring
Committee has reached out to members and their families in many ways, especially through cards
and phone calls during these times of COVID. We have organized meal preparation and delivery
for many in our UU family and urge you to contact us if we can assist you with the gift of a meal
delivered to your door as you recuperate or adjust to new life challenges. We appreciate the
generosity of our UU family for their many gifts of compassion, meal preparation and delivery
being one of these.
Your UU Caring Committee Members are Toni Aberson, Carol Anne Davis, Joyce Elliott, Diane
Halley, Dot Hodder, Jeanette Koshar, Jeannie Lennon, Kami O’Keeffe, Jill Pollock, Betsy RandallDavid, and Rev. Cheryl M. Walker. Jeannie Lennon is our Caring Committee Coordinator
for the month of March. You can contact her directly or through the caring committee
email (caring@uucwnc.org).
Jill Pollock, February Caring Committee Coordinator
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THE MARCH FULL MOON BY JESSICA HOLM
The March Full Moon is called the Worm Moon. According to the Old Farmer’s
Almanac, Worm Moon, was originally thought to refer to the earthworms that
appear as the soil warms in spring. This invites robins and other birds to feed—
a true sign of spring!
This year, because the full moon occurs after the Spring Equinox, it is also referred to as the
Paschal Full Moon (March 28th). The Paschal Full Moon determines the date of Easter. Easter
falls on the Sunday after the first full moon after the Spring Equinox (April 4th).
Join us at our March Full Moon Gathering on Tuesday, March 30th at 7:00 pm on Zoom. Kathryn
W will lead our ritual. A Zoom invitation will be sent out prior to that date.
All women of any age are welcomed to these gatherings. If you would like to attend and are not
on the mailing list, please contact fullmoon@uucwnc.org for additional information.

GENEROSITY: A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE BY JO ANN SKINNER
According to the American Heritage Dictionary, generosity is 1) The quality of being
generous; liberality or willingness in giving; unselfishness 2) Nobility of thoughts or behavior;
magnanimity 3) amplitude, abundance 4) a generous act.
So, we think we know how to be generous. I am curious how it actually feels to experience
generosity and kindness. I recently had the opportunity to receive a great deal of generosity. In a
huge surprise to myself, my family and my friends, I had a heart attack back in November.
Thankfully, people went into overdrive. My daughter dropped everything and drove 6
hours to Wilmington, friends made me delicious dinners, people sent beautiful cards and emails.
My co-workers cheerfully picked up my slack at work. Reverend Cheryl and other UUs checked
in on me.
This opportunity to receive generous gifts from others has allowed me to reflect on what it
means to encounter generous support. My first impression was to feel grateful and humbled. But
as I thought further, I became aware that I matter, and I have been seen. The outpouring of kindheartedness has given me hope for my future and the world’s future. People truly care and that
helps me to confront my health challenges. On days that I am tired or discouraged, I truly
appreciate and relish in the silly memes and jokes that friends send. Tips on becoming a vegan
and sharing recipes sustain my decision to change my lifestyle. Calls from friends brighten my day.
The nurses and exercise physiologists at cardiac rehab have created a safe environment where I
feel confident to push myself.
What is the bottom line? Whether large or small, the many kind gifts have bettered my life
and have made a real difference in my daily living. This firsthand knowledge encourages me to be
kind to others and to live a life filled generously in spirit and deed. My life is abundant, why not
share? By being on the receiving end of generosity, I want to pay it forward and give to others. I
can make the world a better place.
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MEMBER ENGAGEMENT TEAM ANNOUNCES
CONGREGATIONAL SURVEY RESULTS BY SYLVIA QUINN
Fifty-one participants completed the recent congregational survey provided by the Member
Engagement Team (MET). The main goal of the survey was to obtain feedback on the programs
and activities currently being offered via Zoom and to examine other engagement opportunities
which may work for our Congregation.
Participants were asked to list groups that are not currently meeting at UUCWNC but possibly
could meet. Suggestions included Zoom choir gatherings, small monthly focus group gettogethers, arts and crafts Zoom nights, and on-line fundraisers.
Participants also responded with ideas for keeping the Congregation connected at this time. Many
expressed that they felt positive about the activities and programs currently provided to members
and friends on Zoom. One of the ideas proposed was small, social distanced, outdoor gathering
with 10 or fewer attendees. Out of the 51 responses, 35 indicated they were or might be interested
in this type of get-together. As spring weather approaches and many of our members are being
vaccinated, the MET felt this was an activity which would be simple to implement. (If you are
interested in hosting or attending a gathering watch the Weekly Digest for specific information.)
Over half of the survey participants expressed interest in a phone tree and this project is in the
planning stages.
The last part of the survey asked for suggestions for Quest and Social Justice. Quest was rewarded
with many excellent topic ideas and suggestions for speakers, and Social Justice was provided a list
of suggested service projects and areas of social justice interest.
The MET will be distributing additional information about new activities in the Weekly Digest,
published each Thursday. As with any new program, leadership is a must. We will be asking for
your support in establishing new and different activities.
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COMMUNICATION, COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION: THE 3 CS
OF A SMOOTHLY FUNCTIONING PROCESS BY BETSY RANDALL-DAVID
Don’t you love it when things function smoothly? I was recently involved in a smooth move at
UUCWNC and wanted to share it as a case in point. During January, the Membership Engagement
Team (MET) sent out a survey to learn more about peoples’ needs for engagement especially
during the challenging times of the Covid pandemic. One of the questions asked what topics
people would like Quest to cover. The MET team communicated the over 20 suggestions to the
Quest facilitator team which reviewed the ideas and immediately noticed possibilities for
coordination and collaboration with other UUCWNC teams and members. The Quest team
asked someone from the Social Justice Advisory Group to do a session about Educational
Justice/injustice in the New Hanover School System. The session scheduled for 3/14/21 will
provide historical perspective and then focus on current concerns. This session will be followed
the next week by a presentation from one of our congregants discussing an initiative related to
school suspensions. Other already scheduled events responding to the MET survey results are a
presentation on 2/28 on environmental justice and the greening of our congregation and the
continuing emphasis on communicating with folks whose lives are different from our own.
The MET survey also indicated an interest in knowing more about our Share the Plate (STP)
recipients. As a result of this suggestion, Quest will coordinate quarterly with the STP team to align
speakers from local organizations with STP recipients. Folks at Quest will have an opportunity to
hear in-depth information about one of the local organizations we’re supporting through STP.
This will not only give insight about how our monies are making a difference but will also give
ideas for future volunteer work in the community.
It’s affirming to see how much we can do when we communicate, coordinate and collaborate.
Stay tuned for future demonstrations of this approach!
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MARCH 2021 CALENDAR

BOARD OF TRUSTEES DIRECTORY
PRESIDENT: BETH O’CONNELL
VICE PRESIDENT: BECKI SCHREIBER
SECRETARY: CORNELIA MAXTED
KAMI O’KEEFFE
JERRY HURWITZ
TONY BARNEY
RAINE MORGAN
ELIZABETH MACLEOD
BOARD OF TRUSTEES EMAIL ADDRESS: BOARD@UUCWNC.ORG
TREASURER: JOHN GRIGSBY: TREASURER@UUCWNC.ORG

